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Greenfire’s Earth Day festival celebrates sustainable living

Students engage in activities during Saturday’s Earth Day festival.
Photos by Sadie Tenpas

Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Greenfire, a student organization devoted to promoting
environmentally sustainable life
choices, hosted the annual Earth
Day festival last Saturday, April 25.
This event was organized in order
to celebrate the planet and engage
community members in activies
related to the club’s mission.
Although the official date of
Earth Day 2015 was Wednesday,
April 22, Greenfire concentrated their celebratory efforts
throughout the week, ending with
Saturday’s festival. This year’s
Earth Day celebrations served as
an important milestone for the
organizations and for Lawrence.
Greenfire President and junior
Isabel Dammann confirmed that
“This year was Greenfire's 25th
year as a club and I believe also
hosting an Earth Day celebration,
so it was a big year for us to celebrate!”
Greenfire organized a series
of bands to play, and invited
Lawrence organizations to host

tables at the event,
In Dammann’s words, “Earth
Day is always a collaborative
event for Lawrentians to appreciate the Earth in different ways, so
we always try to get as many student groups involved as possible.”
The festival kicked off at
1 p.m. on the Main Hall green.
Three bands played over the
course of the day. Cross Record,
a musical duo, traveled from their
Texas ranch to perform and took
time to share with students how
they themselves practice sustainability. In addition, two campus
bands, The Broken Mandolins and
The Gritz, performed on the Main
Hall steps.
Sophomore Kyler Ward
attended the event and enjoyed
the music. “The bands were really
great, and it’s always awesome to
have live music.”
Arts and crafts were also a
large part of this year’s event,
with many opportunities to pick
up a new skill or souvenir. Student
representatives of organizations
such as Sustainable Lawrence
University Garden (SLUG), Food

Recovery Network and the
Lawrence Geological Society set
up tables along the sidewalk with
environmental-themed activities.
The student-led Magpie Thrift
Store, for example, offered students the opportunity to make
their own headbands out of recycled materials, while People for
Animal Welfare Society (PAWS)
encouraged students to plant
seeds in recycled cups.
Another important factor in
this year’s Earth Day celebrations
was food. Students could munch
on earth-friendly snacks such as
chips and dip, all prepared and
brought by Greenfire members.
Students were encouraged to be
mindful of the impact their diets
can have on the environment in
observance of Earth Day.
Community members who
attended the festival generally
expressed enthusiasm about its
success. Dammann noted “while
the weather was a bit chillier than
we had hoped, it proved to still be
a fun and successful event.”

Approximately 50 people
attended the event to talk about
how class and classism affects
their Lawrence experience. Senior
Eli Massey and junior Jaime
Gonzalez facilitated the larger
group discussions, focusing on
the importance of questioning the
class structure itself.
They gave attendees a brief
overview of student financial aid
at Lawrence, mentioning that 98
percent of students receive some
type of financial aid. About 25 percent of Lawrence students receive
Pell grants, a form of need-based
federal aid.
Large group discussion centered on a series of pictures that

Massey and Gonzalez displayed.
Students then broke off into
smaller groups for more intimate
discussion before returning to
share their reflections with the
larger group.
Small group discussions
allowed students to share their
personal experiences with classism. For example, students
expressed disappointment at the
stigma associated with working
certain jobs like Bon Appétit or
Facility Services.
Others shared stories about
having to work multiple jobs to
support themselves during the

CODA hosts conversation on classism
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

The Committee on Diversity
Affairs (CODA) hosted a conversation in Sankofa house about class
and classism last Wednesday,
April 22. The conversation was
the first collaborative Sankofa/
CODA event of Spring Term.
According to the Lawrence
University website, CODA is a
“subcommittee of LUCC [Lawrence
University Community Council]
which helps represent all student
identities in the decision-making
processes.” Sankofa, opened in
2014, is the Black Student Union’s
formal group house.

See page 2

SigEp hosts Walk a Mile
in Her Shoes event to
address sexual assault
Hannah Kinzer
for The Lawrentian

___________________________________

Sigma Phi Epsilon (SigEp)
hosted the campus wide event
“Walk a Mile in Her Shoes,” to
bring awareness to sexual assault
and violence on Saturday, April 25.
Participants in high-heels began
the walk at the Warch Campus
Center at 3 p.m.
SigEp Vice-President of
Philanthropy and sophomore Max
Loebl said he and Sig Ep VicePresident of Programming and
junior Daniel Card got the idea
for the event upon learning that
a Walk A Mile In Her Shoes event
was hosted by Career Services and
the Sexual Assault Crisis CenterFox Cities at Lawrence in 2011.
SigEp contacted the organizations
and used the boxes of high-heels
they used during the previous
event.
SigEp worked with Fox Valley
Voices of Men and Harbor House
to organize the event. Fox Valley
Voices of Men is a group of men in
the Fox Valley that works to end
sexual violence against women
using education and role modeling. Harbor House is a shelter for
women and children who were
victims of domestic abuse. All proceeds from the event were donated to Harbor House.
SigEp also worked with oncampus resources, including
Counseling Services and the peer
talk program. They prepared a
table with buttons advocating
consent and an activity for par-

ticipants to give their definition
of consent. Counseling Services
student intern and junior Gintu
Kottarathil explained, “with our
partnership, [we created] these
buttons just to spread more
awareness and for a lasting
impression.” The participants’
definitions of consent will be used
to make a poster to remind students of the meaning and importance of consent.
The event began with an
address by SigEp President
and junior Vahak Mouradian.
Mouradian stressed how members of college campuses have a
responsibility to address sexual
assault and gender violence. He
also emphasized the duty of Greek
organizations to recognize the
stigma of the issue in their history. In addition, junior and chair
of the Student Alliance Against
Sexual Harassment and Assault
(SAASHA) Hannah Shryer thanked
the attendees for their support.
The walk began on the Hurvis
Crossing, and continued past
the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness
Center and Hiett Hall. From there,
the route proceeded to College
Avenue, then to Meade Street and
ended back at the Warch Campus
Center. Along the route, walkers
picked up pre-placed signs saying
“Good Men X-ing” to carry along
the way.
Most of the walkers, including the men, wore high-heels provided at the starting line. Walking

See page 2
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Incite to Appleton promotes validation of victims’ experiences
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Last Saturday marked the
Committee on Diversity Affair’s
(CODA) first Incite to Appleton
One-Day Conference. The goal
of the event was to relay the
experiences of the CODA members who went to the National
Color of Violence 4 Social Justice
Conference.
The mock conference welcomed Lawrence students, faculty
and staff.
There were a variety of talks
individuals could attend, with topics varying from schools as sites of
violence to the criminalization of
the black mother, and transformative justice and accountability.
“Faculty and staff were particularly impressed by the sophistication of the workshop,” began
CODA chair and senior Brienne

Colston.
Incite to Appleton also hoped
to highlight how violence connects to campus.
“It was very eye opening
[to faculty and staff],” continued
junior Jaime Gonzalez, vice chair
of CODA.
CODA hopes that with events
like this one, faculty and staff will
be more able to make resources
available to students.
“[With this conference] we
were able to see how [faculty and
staff] are able to work within the
system, but still validate the victim,” continued Gonzalez.
Other discussions facilitated
a forum that allowed students,
faculty, staff and Appleton community members to discuss rape
culture, insensitivity to working
class individuals on campus and
homophobia.
“Through these discus-

sions, we are hoping to validate
the experience of the individual
and look for alternative ways of
approaching the issue while holding the right people accountable,”
said Gonzalez.
Incite to Appleton attracted a
variety of attendees.
“Because we were in Steitz,
we attracted a very different
crowd than we normally would if
we were in Warch,” said Colston.
Despite the turnout, CODA
experienced some obstacles during the day.
“Although I reserved rooms
weeks in advanced for this event,
other [clubs] also ended up hosting events in the same weekend,” said Colston. “Due to the
ceramics sale and Main Hall green
festivities, we had to share the
crowd and they usually come in
an influx.”
Regardless, CODA members

one’s really writing about [video
games] as a form of culture,” said
Warren, speaking about his time
as an “Arts & Culture” writer for
the Wall St. Journal. When he first
proposed the idea of writing about
video games and game culture, his
editor rejected the idea.
“Games were this incredibly
commercially viable medium, but
the international media weren’t
that interested,” summarized
Warren.
Warren also spoke about
“Gamergate,” an incident in gaming culture that “started as a
lover’s quarrel and ended with a
Twitter movement against women
in gaming, and “against women in
general.”
Warren then spoke about the
history of misogyny in video game
culture, particularly in the game
industry. He compared the culture
of the more recent development
of online gaming to hooliganism
in soccer — how participants in
competitive situations are liable
to become rowdy, even violent.
Warren concluded by explaining that changing gaming culture
is a bottom-up process, starting
with how people who play games

view themselves. “If you want to
change someone’s mind, you have
to change their self-identity.”
The panel discussion, held in
the cinema from 1:30-2:30 p.m.,
included researcher and software developer at UW-Madison
Caroline Hardin, WIGS faculty
advisor and Reference & Web
Services Librarian Angela Vanden
Elzen and Warren as panelists.
Topics discussed included problems related to the anonymity in
gaming communities, the accuracy of representations of identity in
games and how the gaming industry fits within popular culture.
While
Gamergate
was
addressed during the panel, member of the WIGS planning committee and junior Fiona Masterson
expressed a desire to steer away
from this topic, given that it was
covered during Warren’s presentation and during a panel discussion held last fall when the event
initially occurred. Masterson
instead intended to address further topics related to gaming education, and female and LGBTQ
representation.

Lawrence students participate in Incite to Appleton.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

agree that the conference was
excellent.
CODA is leading an Ally
Training Workshop as this has
been identified as necessary by
a variety of folks on campus.

Additionally, this Monday, May 4,
CODA is hosting a spontaneous
forum to discuss the recent events
in Baltimore.

Marcus Campbell

sented on Monday covered many
topics relating to dating, and was
applicable to the unique situations
among undergraduate students of
all genders and orientations. He
addressed pertinent issues, such
as who controls a relationship,
how to know if someone is attracted to you, what you deserve in a
relationship and how to get over
a breakup.
Rather than giving a strict
script of what one should say at
what times, he gave viewers general guidelines based on what
people look for in a partner, how
people realize when someone is
interested in them and other tendencies of social interaction that
are fairly standard for the majority of people.
Coleman made the evening
an interactive event, providing
many opportunities for crowd
involvement and personal questions. Speaking about how he
got into the dating consultation
business, Coleman described his
experiences in college and how,
like Hitch, he was charismatic and

Women and Identity in Gaming “Dating Doctor” offers
Symposium explores game culture relationship wisdom
Mackenzie Rech &
Noah Gunther
News Editors

____________________________________

Lawrence’s third annual
Women and Identity in Gaming
Symposium (WIGS) was held in
the Warch Campus Center last
Sunday, April 26. This year’s event
included a keynote speaker, a
panel discussion, presentations by
students and a games expo.
WIGS, while composed primarily of members of Gaming
Club, is a separate organization
responsible for planning the
annual symposium among other
campus events, including a panel
held last fall.
WIGS opened with a discussion of the necessity of the symposium at 10 a.m., followed by a
speech by founder of Killscreen
arts and culture magazine Jazmin
Warren. Chris Gore-Gammon, who
helped organize WIGS, introduced
Warren, explaining that WIGS
hoped “to raise awareness for
[marginalized groups in gaming.]”
Warren opened his speech by
describing how media in general
is adapting slowly to the idea of
video games as an art form. “No

SigEp walk

See page 9

continued from page 1
in heels was meant to draw attention to the event as well being a
literal reference to the title of the
event, “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes”.
When asked about the difficulty
of walking in heels, SigEp member and sophomore Tony Harth
replied, “My calves hurt a little bit
and I feel it in my heels a little, but
I’ll make it.”
Many of the walkers were
from SigEp and other Greek organizations, including sororities.
Member of Delta Gamma and
sophomore Ellie Coale said the
sorority wanted to show their
support for their fellow Greek
organization’s event.
In addition to raising funds
for Harbor House, the walk drew
attention to the issue of sexual
assault and violence on campus.
Coale said, “What I hope is that
it will start a conversation … and
people thinking about it and how
to stop it.”

Participants in SigEp’s “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes” don high heels for the walk.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Monday, April 27, the
Lawrence University chapter of
Mortar Board hosted a program by
nationally known speaker David
Coleman in the Warch Campus
Center cinema.
Known as “The Dating
Doctor,” Coleman is often compared to Will Smith’s character in
the movie “Hitch”. The movie stars
Will Smith as Hitch, a dating consultant who makes a living using
his natural charm to help coach
other men connect with someone
and form a meaningful long-term
relationship. Many of Coleman’s
techniques are quite similar to
Hitch’s—he has embraced his similarity to the character and considers himself a real-life embodiment
of it.
Coleman has been honored
14 times as The National Speaker
of the Year — 11 times by Campus
Activities Magazine and three
times by the National Association
for Campus Activities.
The program Coleman pre-

Classism

continued from page 1

school year and how this situation
leaves them feeling isolated from
others on campus.
In the final moments of
the conversation, Massey and
Gonzalez encouraged people to
question assumptions about what
it means to be rich and poor, to
think about why people belong to
certain classes in the first place
and to continue the conversation
with their friends.
Reactions were positive, with
attendees offering a hearty round
of applause at the end of the conversation. Junior Manny Leyva, a
resident of Sankofa house, attended to support his housemates, but
got a lot out ofthe event.
“I think these conversations
are very important,” said Leyva.
He added, “it was very eye-opening about my own standing and
made me question my privilege.”
Freshman Will Gill attended
due to his own personal interest in the topic. “Class is defined

See page 10

by more than just money. Gender,
ethnicity, sexuality, location,
employment, race, speech and so
many more factors go into determining what it means to belong to
a certain ‘class’ of people … there’s
no escaping it…”
Gill added, “The most important thing I got out of it was an
increased sensitivity to the importance of class.”
CODA chair and senior
Brienne Colston said that CODA
started hosting Sankofa house
conversations because “there was
a need to have basic conversations
that address different social justice issues on campus.”
Colston explained that the
talks are open to all Lawrence students. “I’m really hoping Sankofa
conversations is something that
Lawrence students, regardless
of major, regardless of identity,
regardless of socioeconomic class
or race, feel like they can contribute to,” she said.
CODA aims to host three
Sankofa conversations per term.
The next conversations will focus
on sexual politics and ableism.

VARIETY
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Let the Sun Shine
(While I Finish This Essay)
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

________________________

Dear Sarah,
Everyone complains about
how hard Winter Term is, but I
always find Spring Term to be the
most academically stressful. I’m
torn between wanting to spend
all my time outside, enjoying the
brief few months of nice weather
Appleton actually gets, and needing to stay indoors to write papers,
practice and do other such schoolrelated activities. Do you have any
suggestions on how to balance
these two things?
- Professionally Pasty-Legged
Sophomore
Dear Pasty-Legged,
I’ve found this to be a stressful part of Spring Term as well.
Nobody wants to stay inside and
stare at a computer screen when
they could be outside having a picnic or playing soccer. However, I’m

betting you also don’t want to fail
all your classes because you were
too busy kicking balls and eating
tiny cucumber sandwiches to type
up a lab report.
Most of the ways I have found
to strike this balance revolve
around time management.
Do your work outside. I
know it seems like an obvious
answer, but working outside takes
more thought and planning than
you might think. For those of us
who excel at working in noisy
environments and are not distracted by the hustle and bustle
going on around us, the Main Hall
green or out in front of the conservatory might be ideal locations.
Other folks need quieter, more
isolated places in order to focus
on their material. The hill behind
the Viking Room and the river
walk down behind Trever Hall
might be better locations.
Use natural lighting. Maybe
studying outside really isn’t for
you — the grass is too itchy and

other people around you are too
distracting. Maybe you accidentally squashed a bug into your
textbook and the guts stained on
page 376 have ruined your hopes
of selling it back in “like new”
condition.
If you must stay inside, try to
find a place where you can at least
see the weather outside. Instead
of holing yourself up in a cubbydesk on one of the top floors of the
library, try out one of the rooms in
the Warch Campus Center instead.
Find a table next to a window
where you can watch the sunset.
Change up your schedule.
Are you one of those people who
tries to get all of their work done
before they spend any time relaxing with friends? Maybe now is
a good time to switch that up.
Instead of spending all afternoon
practicing in the conservatory
basement, spend your daylight
hours hanging out with friends
and enjoying the weather. Leave
your evenings free to study and
practice instead. Also try scheduling specific out-of-doors time
throughout the day. Get some
friends together to take a walk.
Start up a game of “con soccer.”
(Please, somebody do this! I really
miss “con soccer.”) Make a flower crown and pretend you’re at
Coachella.
Winter Term has come and
gone, and as a reward, we finally
have sunshine and warm weather.
Find ways to take advantage of it
and don’t forget to invest in some
sunscreen.

Caged Within
Clouds:
A serial story

This serial story is a collaboration between the members of
Lawrence University’s Creative
Writing Club. This week’s
installation is written by John
White.

“Nobody in the butcher’s
shop“
Butcher Shop.
“Closing time,” I muttered. Ol’
Red looked up from the t-bone
he was feverishly trimming. He
quickly looked to the clock and
then back into my eyes. He knew
exactly what I meant. In one fluid
motion, he dropped the meat and
grabbed his coat. To the world,
I was nobody — to him, nobody
was there.
Ol’ Red nodded his head and
stepped into the radiant streets. I
stood alone, preparing myself for
what I had to do and rubbing my
jaw in contemplation.
In minutes, I received the
message over the telecommunicator.
“It’s still fresh, get it done.”
In my own haunting silence,
I turned off the lights, leaving the
beam of light coming from the
basement to cast a haunting path
before me. I staggered into the
ghostly light, breathing more rapidly, to the rhythm of my heart.
I had always believed in this
city, though you may think it was
stupid to do so. I always knew
that throughout the stones that
echo one’s footsteps, the highpitched laughter of the orphans
and even the steam that rises from
the sweltering factories, there was
always a tender heart beating. It
was a heart that was truly alive,
though hidden deep beneath the
bustling city streets.
Like a younger brother, it was

fragile yet bold
and eager yet
d e f e n s e l e s s , ready to collapse into the arms of his guardian brother in hot tears. It was
more human than the people who
lived off its back.
Yet, I had never known how
to give it what it wanted. What
made it breathe beneath the drone
of its people? How did we keep it
alive, even while the people who
inhabited it seemed to scald it
with their waste?
As a child, I had lived as a
nobody on these streets, scarred
from the First War in the Sky.
My life had been strewn across
the alleyways like worn rags.
I had existed surrounded
only by depravity. When
approached by the oligarchy, I had known
that this was my
opportunity
to
move
beyond
my troubles and
work for the
government
to keep this
city breathing.
I just hadn’t
imagined
it
being like this.
No, not like this.
The stench
was really the
first thing that hit
you. Its heavy odor
clung to the walls
in snaking tendrils of
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scent, bleeding through the skin.
In the center, surrounded by white
walls, lay the body.
I stood over the body, looking
at the painted fingernails. They
were bright red, matching her pea
coat, and I wondered whether she
had thought of that. One of the
worst things about this job was
that I was always reminded of
the person each one had been.
This one’s skin was as pale as the
walls, and her brown hair gently
trickled down
to her
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The streets were deeply
illuminated; an ethereal trail of
silver gleamed from the surface
like blood from skinned knees.
The stars scratched into its concrete skin like paint scratched off
of metal, uncovering a luminous
sheath. Its metallic frame brightened my footsteps, each step resting in its own place for a moment
and then fading into the eternity
of night.
I staggered into the butcher’s
shop alone, darting my eyes along
the back of the alleyway to make
sure nobody was there. I was the
only nobody there. Smoke gently
curled from the corners of my
mouth as I exhaled, and then took
a last puff of tobacco-flavored carbon before the real heavy work
started.
I didn’t want to enter that
room; I dreaded every moment
I was in there. However, I told
myself that this was why the oligarchy needed someone to take
the burden of this work.
Lasting civilizations are built
off the backs of the forgotten: the
peasants who harvested beige
fields of wheat and the slaves who
forged the ghostly white walls of
the Colosseum. It is through the
blood and sweat of loyal insignificants that governments and their
people pass on through history.
I just didn’t know how much
more blood and sweat I could give.
I passed back into Ol’ Red’s
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shoulders. I sighed.
“Don’t breathe,” I thought.
“Never breathe.” I grabbed the
vial of chemicals that would turn
her into plant food, and, in selfcontained horror, I prepared for
the procedure.
Not like this … not like this.

The city’s heart beat rhythmically like a soft drum, brimming through the cracks in its
unearthly shine.
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Lawrence softball to host Midwest Conference tournament
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

_____________________

Last weekend was full of triumph for the Lawrence University
Softball team, as the Lady Vikes
claimed the Midwest Conference
(MWC) North Division title and
added three wins to their 26-10,
10-4 MWC record. The celebration didn’t last too long, however, as the Vikings are already
looking ahead to this weekend’s
MWC Championship tournament. Clinching the top spot for
the North Division also earned
Lawrence the privilege of hosting
the tournament, and all competitions will take place at Whiting
Field.
On Saturday, April 25, Carroll
University (21-15, 9-5 MWC)
came to Lawrence to challenge
the Vikings in the last conference matchup of the regular season. The tough opener went to
Carroll, who bested the Vikings
9-8. “We were down by one going
into extra innings and we didn’t
give up,” commented senior Katie
Schumacher. “We never give up
when we’re down.”
Despite falling in the opener,
the characteristic Viking resil-

ience won out in the nightcap,
which Lawrence won 7-3. “We
had to win that one to host the
tournament,” said junior Savanna
Marsicek of the high-stakes second game Saturday. “We’re here
as a team and we have to play for
each other to be successful. That
was the theme going into the second game. We wanted it for each
other.”
The following day, the Vikings
hosted Rockford University in one
last non-conference doubleheader
to round out the regular season.
Staying true to the success of the
rest of the season, the Lady Vikes
swept the Regents, taking the
opener 4-3 and dominating the
nightcap 9-1.
Looking back on the 2015
season, the team dynamic has
made all the difference when it
comes to getting results. “Our
team chemistry is a lot better than
it has been,” said Schumacher.
“Energy all around was high all
day Saturday, and it was great to
achieve what we set out to.”
“We make it a point to play
for each other,” added Marsicek..
In the first round of this weekend’s conference tournament, the
Vikings will face Cornell College
(30-6, 12-3 MWC), a big rival for
several years. “We haven’t beaten
Cornell since my class has been

here. Our whole team wants them.
Last time we played them, they
beat us 9-1. They don’t respect us
and we want to hand it to them,”
said Marsicek.
The double elimination tournament will pit the top seed from
each division against the second
team in the opposite division in
the first round. Lawrence and
Carroll will represent the North
Division while Lake Forest College
(28-6, 13-2 MWC) and Cornell will
come from the South Division.
“The game against Lake
Forest was definitely a highlight
of the season,” said Schumacher,

reflecting on an exciting competition against the Foresters back at
the MWC Classic.
“Our game had to end for the
other games to start, so the whole
conference was sitting there
watching our game,” explained
Marsicek. “They were all cheering for us. Beating Lake Forest
is a big deal. We gave them their
first conference loss of the season. Everyone wanted us to beat
them.”
Before getting a chance to
play the Foresters again, the
Vikings need to beat Cornell, and
Lake Forest would need to trump

Carroll. Marsicek and Schumacher
didn’t have much to say about a
potential championship matchup.
“It’s one game at a time,” said
Marsicek with a smile. “It’s all
about the game against Cornell.
That’s the team we want.”
The MWC Championship
tournament starts on Friday, May
1. Carroll and Lake Forest will face
off at 10 a.m. at Whiting Field, and
Lawrence will take on Cornell at
12 p.m. Subsequent games will
take place at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
before day one’s conclusion.

to come close to doubling the current record while still being sold
at $90 for standard definition and
$100 for high definition. Clearly,
both fighters will be leaving that
ring with more than enough
money in their pockets. What the
fans care about, though, is who is
leaving that ring with their hand
raised.
Before I get into the fight
itself, let me begin by commenting on the five years of discussions before they reached an
agreement. Regardless of which
fighter you think is going to win,
the one thing that became abundantly clear in the last few years
is that Mayweather was avoiding this fight. There is no longer
an argument against that. The
only reason Mayweather is fighting Pacquiao is that he ran out
of opponents that people would

pay to see him fight. Pacquiao
agreed to every single one of
Mayweather’s demands and then
had to lampoon him with a series
of comments, Internet posts and
even a FootLocker commercial
before Mayweather stepped up
to the table. Mayweather avoided
Pacquiao for as long as he could
and that has just become fact.
With that said, this fight is
a toss-up. The defensive genius
of Mayweather and his ability to
make on-the-fly adjustments during a fight are things that possibly
no other fighter has been better
at. Logic says to pick Mayweather,
a fighter who has never been
defeated or even knocked down,
against Pacquiao, a fighter we’ve
seen get knocked out cold against
a boxer that Mayweather handled
with ease. However, this is boxing, and styles make fights. Just

like Pacquiao has never faced
a fighter with the skill set that
Mayweather has, Mayweather
hasn’t fought anyone with the skill
set that Pacquiao has. Pacquiao
has faster hands, throws better
combinations and has better footwork than anyone Mayweather
has ever fought. The last fighter with real hand speed that
Mayweather fought is probably
Zab Judah back in 2006 who, a
southpaw like Pacquiao, gave him
some trouble early in the fight, but
Zab is no Pacquiao. Also, Pacquiao
seems as determined as ever to
win this fight. He rarely trash talks
his opponents, but has shown a
clear dislike of Mayweather that
we’ve never seen from Pacquiao
against any other opponent. His
legendary trainer, Freddie Roach,
is more than confident that they
will win this fight. All of these

things — combined with the fact
that Mayweather didn’t ever seem
to want this fight — are making
me give the edge to Pacquiao.
I’m picking Manny Pacquiao by
close unanimous decision and to
become the fighter of this generation.

Lawrence softball player swings at the pitch in a doubleheader game against Carroll.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Fight of the century: Pacquiao and Mayweather to face off May 2
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

It is finally the week for the
fight of the century between Floyd
Mayweather and Manny Pacquiao.
Sports fans, and die-hard boxing
fans in particular, have been waiting to say that for over five years.
It has been a long, tumultuous and
incredibly frustrating road to get
here, but here we are.
To give you an idea of how
huge this fight is, I’ll note that
tickets to the fight sold out less
than two minutes after they went
on sale and that the cheapest
ticket currently on Stubhub costs
$4,500 while the most expensive
is $105,305. Not only that, but
pay-per-view sales are expected

Freshman Sportlight
Brady Busha
Staff Writer

___________________________________________

Kori Looker has just finished her first
regular season for the Vikings softball
team. Hailing from Weyauwega, Wisc.,
Looker played the majority of the team’s
games in left field, and was no slouch at
the plate, putting together a .347 average for the season, driving in 18 RBIs
and hitting three home runs. The Vikings
softball team, with their split with Carroll
University last weekend, won the right to
host the Midwest Conference tournament.
The tournament will be held at Whiting
Field on Friday, May 1, through Saturday,
May 2.

Photo by Emei Thompson

So, now that you’ve finished your
first year as a college softball player,
how does the atmosphere compare to
high school?
Totally different. We have many
more responsibilities. And there’s a lot
more of a team atmosphere for me, this
time around. Basically, I want to pick my
teammates up, get on base for the next
batter, just do well for who’s going to be

Illustration by Laura Udelson

Kori Looker - Softball

picking me up too.

Have you surprised yourself or
anybody else in any way with your
play this season?
I’m not sure what was expected of
me, but I try my best. Sometimes, I surprise myself.

What has worked best for you this
season to make sure you play as well
as you have been?
What has worked best for me is having confidence; it’s number one. Number
two is having a positive mindset, like,
“I’m gonna kick some butt.” Number
three is to be relaxed.

What’s the one thing you’re happiest about for this season?
As the season went on, the team got
a lot closer. We’re one big family.
Now that you have had a full regular season of work, what has your athletic career here at Lawrence taught
you about being academically successful as well?
It’s definitely still all about time

management. As the season went on,
missing classes for away games meant
making connections, catching up and
that’s big to stay on top of things at
Lawrence.
How have your teammates helped
you with your transition into being a
collegiate athlete?
They’ve helped with everything.
Jazz [Amanda Jaskolski, Vikings shortstop] helped me out a lot. There would
be times when I’d get down on myself,
and she’d pick me up and tell me the
little things I could be doing better. I also
study with other members of the team.
How far do you think this team
will go in the tournament?
I think we’re gonna win it. Case
closed.

You can choose a lifetime supply
of one item from Kaplan’s Café. What
is it?
Iced Caramel Macchiatos. Hands
down.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Genna Matt - Track and Field
track in, so I started when I was
a freshman.

GC: What drew you to that
particular track and field event?
GM: My soccer coach told me
to join track, and then on the first
day, I went with the throwers by
chance and just never left. It was
a comfortable fit and I happened
to be pretty good at it. I wasn’t
the strongest thrower by a lot,
but I was able to work on the
technique and generate power
through speed. Basically, I found
that I had a natural talent for it.
GC: What was your reaction
when you found out that you
broke the school record again?
GM: Basically, I was relieved
I hadn’t lost anything from last
year [laughs]. But I was also
really glad — we’ve had a lot of
changeover in coaches, so I was
glad that I was still improving
and using all of my coach’s efforts
for positive results.

Gabe Chapman: When did
you start competing in the hammer throw?
Genna Matt: Actually, when
I got to college — I didn’t do
track in high school, I did cross
country, gymnastics and soccer,
and there wasn’t any room to fit

GC: What was going through
your head when you made the
throw?
GM: For me, to throw well, I
have to not be thinking about how
nervous I am and to be focusing
on technique. So what was going
through my head was thinking
about my technique and how to
throw well, and be aggressive
with it and not be afraid of the
pressure. I’ve set some expecta-

trip out to Hillsdale to surround
themselves with strong racers
from across the nation who would
push them to their best time possible. “These types of races don’t
turn out to be tactical because
everybody wants to run fast,” says
Edwards. “It’s not about winning
the race, it’s about running the
best time you can.”
The stiff competition certainly pushed these Vikings into
running great times. Edwards’s
5K time of 15:36 was his best
of the year and will put him in a
high seed for the conference meet.
Schrobilgen also ran the 5K with
a time of 19:16. Rounding out the
last of the Viking Hillsdale competitors was Davies in the steeplechase. With a time of 9:38, Davies

currently holds the number one
seed in the Midwest Conference
(MWC) and was honored as MWC
Performer of the Week.
Down in Whitewater, the rest
of the team also competed with
the conference meet seedings in
mind. Junior Clare Bruning had
the best finish of the day with a
second place 18:53 time in the
5K. Freshman Margaret Huck was
close behind in fourth place in a
time of 19:31. Sophomore Kate
Kilgus, running the 800-meter
dash, took third place in 2:27.
The men’s side was highlighted by freshman Ethan Gniot’s
fourth place 1:59 performance in
the 800-meter. The men’s 4x400meter relay rounded off the meet
with a first place finish with a time

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week, I sat down
with junior Genna Matt of the
Lawrence University Track and
Field team. On April 18, at the St.
Norbert Invitational, Matt broke
the school record in the hammer
throw with a throw of 140 feet
10 inches, breaking the record of
135-5 she had set the previous
year at the Midwest Conference

(MWC) Championships.

tion for myself based on my successes in the past, so I have to not
think about that to throw well.

GC: Now that you hold a new
school record, what’s next? What
other goals do you have?
GM: I want to add another
event — I want to throw javelin. But besides that, I want to
keep improving my distance to
do well at conference and get
more points for the team. I like to
think of track as a team-oriented
event even though it’s very individualistic, because that’s more
motivating to me. I play soccer
and that’s all about the team, so
I try to make track more like that
too because it’s more fun and I
get more satisfaction out of it.

GC: What’s your favorite
part about being on the track
and field team?
GM: Just hanging out with
the team. Meets can be really
long, but they’re always so much
fun that I don’t even notice. Going
to practice everyday is a reprieve
from everything else that’s going
on. However stressful or hectic
my schedule might be, when I
go to practice it’s a time to just
focus and do something that’s
really fun, joke around and hang
out, and still be productive at the
same time.

Track and field gears up for MWC tournament
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

______________________

It’s all about conference. The
Lawrence Track and Field team
pushed themselves this weekend
against extremely talented runners to get the best seed times
possible for the most important
meet of the year in two weeks.
While three individuals competed
at the Gina Relays in Hillsdale,
Mich., the rest of the team competed closer to home at the UW
Whitewater Drake Alternative.
Senior Cam Davies, sophomore Max Edwards and freshman Erin Schrobilgen made the

of 3:40.
Moving ahead, the Vikings
will continue to train for the
culmination of their season: the
MWC Championships. As we
approach the tail end of the season, the athletes are scaling back
in the volume of their training and
focusing more on short, intense
workouts. “At this point, our fitness is almost where it’s going
to be,” says Edwards. “It’s about
sharpening and getting our legs
ready to move fast.”
This Saturday, the Vikings will
compete in their last regular meet
of the season at home at Whiting
Field. Field events will begin at
10 a.m. and running events at 11
a.m. This will be the Vikings’ only
home meet of the year.

Weekend Events
Track and Field

Softball
Cornell

Lawrence

St. Norbert

Lawrence

Where:
Whiting Field

Where:
Whiting Field

When:
May 2
12 p.m.

When:
May 2
10 a.m.

STANDINGS
SOFTBALL
MWC
North
Lawrence *
10-4
Carroll *
9-5
St. Norbert
8-6
Beloit
7-7
Ripon
2-12
South
Lake Forest * 13-2
Cornell *
12-3
Illinois
6-9
Monmouth
6-9
Grinnell
5-10
Knox
2-13
TEAM

MENS TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
Grinnell
9-0
Monmouth
8-1
Lake Forest
7-2
Carroll
6-3
Cornell
4-5
Lawrence
4-5
St. Norbert
4-5
Knox
2-7
Ripon
1-8
Illinois
0-9
BASEBALL
MWC
North
Ripon
10-2
St. Norbert
9-3
Carroll
6-6
Beloit
5-7
Lawrence
2-14
South
Illinois
8-4
Grinnell
8-4
Cornell
7-5
Monmouth
6-6
Knox
3-13
TEAM

OVR
26-10
21-15
13-21
15-21
5-26
28-8
30-6
14-19
12-22
6-29
2-29
OVR
28-10
15-10
14-12
11-11
11-14
10-14
6-11
3-20
3-18
0-15
OVR
16-12
17-15
13-19
17-13
10-22
16-16
15-16
14-17
15-17
9-23

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
April 29, 2015

Crystal Chan
continued from page 7

a great amount of knowledge,
understanding, compassion and
humility needs to go into writing
these stories.
“Because Jewel, the protagonist, is Jamaican, Mexican and
white, and that is not my mix, I
had to do research on this culture
to make sure I was not exoticizing
Jamaican culture or Mexican culture,” said Chan. “It is my duty […]
There has to be a lot of research
and humility […] I believe you
need people from the cultures
that you are talking about to read
your work and give you honest
criticism.”
“I think part of it is putting
books out there that reflect other
people’s experience,” said Chan.
“Because the more readers see
themselves, the more the white
readers see the stories of people
who are not of their culture, this
feeling of compassion and understanding will develop […] White
readers love “Bird.” They say ‘I
never knew that mixed-race people have these issues, or that these
problems exist.’ And for people of
the minority who are mixed-race,
they say ‘Thank you for writing
a book reflecting my experience’
[…] I am happy to put something
out there that starts the conversation.”
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Aerial Landscape rededicated, artist honored
Rose Nelson
Features Editor

__________________________________

“Seeds of a Sculpture” was
the title of the guest lecture on
Sunday, April 26, by artist Rolf
Westphal regarding the inspiration for his sculpture Aerial
Landscape. It consisted of a
series of anecdotes about points
throughout his life that he felt had
influenced him and his approach
to art.
Westphal spoke of people
who had influenced him, including a Korean war photographer, a
renegade museum director and a
professor of political science. The
professor taught him to look at
all sides of an issue by asking his
students to tell him “what is good”
about topics that might be generally understood to be negative.
Points of inspiration in his
life included memories of sailing in the North Sea, learning of
the destruction of war from a
Holocaust survivor, making nests
in the woods for eggs from the
Easter Bunny, watching his parents unload giraffes off of ships
from Africa and being taken under
the wing of one child after being
made fun of for his German origins by another.
He recalled sleeping on the
ice at the Canadian border and the
tundra, visiting a university surrounded by bombing protesters,
being a part of a group of artists
called Groupa Grapa, and finding
a connection between hijacked
trucks in one part of the country
and those in charge of the trucks
in another.
He concluded his speech by
stating that what he shared is only
part of the whole of things that
have impacted his art.
Part of the inspiration for

Aerial Landscape that Westphal
held a certain fascination for was
“the rope children.” The sculpture
is, in some ways, an homage to
them and their representation of
the naiveté and potential of the
next generation.
The ballards containing the
earthscapes were intended to
project the idea that “no matter
what individual problems exist in
the world, the earth will always
be there and there will always be
something doing something.”
This speech followed the
rededication ceremony of Aerial
Landscape. During this ceremony,
both President Mark Burstein and
Associate Professor of Art Rob
Neilson spoke a few words about
the sculpture in the context of
Lawrence and of the role of public
art in a larger context.
“A college campus is about
provocation and thinking about
the world,” said Burstein, recalling
to memory previous convocation
speeches that he has delivered
regarding the importance of positive discourse at a liberal arts
institution.
He thanked all those who
had been involved in the reconstruction efforts, including Boldt
Construction, faculty and staff of
the art department, community
members and the artist himself.
Neilson discussed the larger
subject of public art and asked the
audience “why do we feel hostility
about public art?” He spoke on
the appreciation humans have for
beautiful objects and the ability of
public art to “remind us who we
are and what we value.” He also
spoke on the importance of preserving these benefits that public
art brings us by simply taking care
of the art.
The rededication was necessary after the sculpture was

removed in an effort to protect it
from nearby construction projects
occurring on campus. The hope
was also that this removal would
allow the sculpture to be properly
refurbished. This hope was realized this past fall after the sculpture was in storage for years.
Recent alumni described the
state of the statue when they were
on campus.
“It seemed ignored. The tops
of the displays were dirty,” said
Kat Duncan-Welke ‘12
“It’s good to have the info
out about the inspiration for the
sculpture. It makes it more meaningful,” said Becca Zornow ‘10
The sculpture is made of 311
stainless steel, which, while difficult to work with, is supposed to
never rust due to the nickel alloys.
The paint color is “international
safety yellow.” Wetphal said he
likes to “use bright vivacious colors that give life.”
Separate from his speech
Westphal described part of the
inspiration for his early work as
a desire to contradict the utilitarian architecture of the 1970s with
spirited forms.
Aerial Landscape was commissioned by Lawrence University
President Richard Warch and was
installed in 1988.
Alumnus and trustee Renee
Boldt ’85 was part of the refurbishment effort. She echoed
Burstein’s assertions about the
importance of discourse on campus and the ability of a piece like
Aerial Landscape to accomplish
that.
The Sambistas played at the
rededication; echoing when they
played at the original dedication
in 1988.

Bird’s eye view of Aerial Landscape
Courtesy of Rachel Crowl

Photo by Laura Leppink

Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

______________________

With registration for the
2015-2016 year underway, the
Registrar’s Office is busy managing academic records and dealing
with registration. Registrar Anne
Norman ‘77 discussed her position as well as her time as a student and in different departments
on campus over the years.
Prior to becoming the registrar, Norman was the Trever RHD,
an admissions officer and assistant to President Richard Warch.
Despite all these positions being
integral to Lawrence, “they were
all very different,” according to
Norman. As RHD, Norman interacted with students on a daily
basis. Prospective students were
her main concern as an admissions officer and she spent a lot of
time away from campus recruiting. While assistant to the president, Norman found herself on
campus, but barely interacting
with students as she spent much
of her time in Sampson House
working on projects.
Now, as Registrar, Norman
has some student interaction
and her office is nestled in the
quiet Brokaw Hall. She deals with
maintaining students’ academic
records, which involves not only
registration, but also degree summaries and transcripts.
Norman transferred to
Lawrence as a sophomore to study
biology. Coming from Southern
Illinois University — a large state
school of 45,000 — to a small
school of less than 2,000 students
was “extraordinarily different”

according to Norman.
Compared to classes with
200 or more students, Norman
found Lawrence professors much
more accessible. She went from
professors “not knowing who
[she] was” to a far more personal
level with professors, rather than
teaching assistants, teaching her
classes.
As a biology major, Norman
found opportunities to “do work
and do research with them” very
helpful and beneficial. While she
is not working in the field she
studied, she said, “the skills I
gained in studying [biology] have
helped.”
After graduating and transitioning into working life, Norman
found that “it’s all deadlines” and
that aspect will never go away.
Since her time as a student,
Norman has seen the campus
grow and diversify. There are
more students, more faculty and
more diverse classes. She gave the
example that there used to only
be a class called “History of the
United States, but now there are
classes on the Civil War and the
pieces of it.” The increased specificity has created more classes for
students to consider.
In the midst of registration, Norman suggests that students “check their degree summary for requirements.” General
Educations Requirements are
essential to graduation, and students should be aware of them
and of their progress in completing them. Also, she suggested that
students should consider “what it
is you want to accomplish,” both
regarding what they are required
to do for their degree, and also
what they would like to do.

It’s not too late to apply for

The Lawrentian
We are currently hiring two Copy Editors to join our Editorial Board.
Applications can be found at www.lawrentian.com/apply.

Applications are due at midnight on Sunday, May 3.
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Preparing for life after
Lawrence with Heather Carr
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer

_________________________________

With graduation quickly approaching,
our time with the members of the class of
2015 is getting short. To give us a better
idea of what the seniors are doing after
Lawrence and how they got there, this
column will feature a different senior each
week for the rest of the year. This week’s
senior is Heather Carr, who will be attending the Columbia Publishing Course, the
six-week publishing school at Columbia
University in New York, over the summer.
“I feel like I’m going on a reality show,”
Carr says half-jokingly. “I’m going into a
class of 100 and we’re all competing for
the same jobs.” Carr describes the six-week
course as being split into three sections —
book, magazine and digital — with workshops, seminars and networking within
each section. The goal for the students
is to make connections and gain enough
publishing knowledge to be placed in a job
by the end of the program. “I feel prepared
in that I communicate well, I’ve met a lot of
different people and I know how to interact.
Lawrence has made me more confident,”
Carr says. “But I’ve never had to really compete with my peers. To succeed in this, I’m
going to have to be more forward.”
Although leaving Lawrence’s community for the cutthroat “real” world is daunting, Carr believes Lawrentians as a whole
have the ability to thrive upon graduation.
“We’ve worked hard, we’ve spent four years
thinking about ourselves and being self-

ish, and figuring out what our goals are
and what we value. And we’ve had to do
that on a daily basis,” she says. “Life is just
about interacting with different people in
different fields and working with them to
reach similar goals. That’s what you do in
school, too.”
As many Lawrentians may attest to, life
is also about changing your mind and pursuing varying interests. “Coming to Lawrence
made me realize that you don’t have to have
one career, which makes everything less
scary,” Carr says. “You don’t have to pick one
thing to do forever. You can do something,
and that will bring your next opportunity.”
Carr believes it is important to recognize
the amount of control you have over your
own future. “A lot of the jobs you have in
the future may not exist now. There’s a lot
of opportunity for self-creation,” she says.
While Carr has taken a first step toward
a possible career path, she notes that she
still does not know what she wants to do.
“I’m not sure if publishing is what I want
to do, but I have an awesome opportunity
and I’m pursuing it. I figure you have to try
stuff out first to figure out what you don’t
want to do. I came in as an anthropology
major, and I have not taken one anth. class
my entire time here,” Carr says. “I wasn’t
expecting to major in English, and I wasn’t
expecting to come out of it this confident.”
Overall, Carr has a lot of faith in the
liberal arts education she has received at
Lawrence. “College has made everything a
lot worse and a lot better. I’m more aware
of how the world works, which can be hard
because a lot of things in the world aren’t
right. But it’s good to feel like a citizen that
thinks about issues outside of myself.”

Photo by Laura Leppink

Beyond the Bubble:
Views on sustainability

Regan Martin
Staff Writer

____________________________

In a sustainability-conscious
community like Lawrence, it is easy to
try and feel positive about the future
of the environment that we are creating. But thinking about the world
outside of a community where we
frequently combat and discuss these
issues, the feelings of Lawrence students become a lot more complex and
considerably more cynical when they
were asked about the future of our
global environment.
The general consensus of students polled about climate change
efforts, as articulated by sophomore
AJ Williams, was “I think we’re fucked
no matter what.”
Junior Gris Buenconsejo felt similarly, stating “If I were to see more
effort outside of college communities,
because college is where people are
trying things out, if I were to see it
more people doing it on their own,
then I would definitely have a more
positive outlook, but it doesn’t seem
that way, unfortunately.”
Junior Ilan Blanck was even more
specific with his concerns, saying “I
think there’s going to be a radical shift
in the way we live, especially in first
world countries, in the next thirty or
forty years, because we don’t seem to
be going towards renewable energy
quick enough, and I think we’re going
to run out of water, as evidence by
what is happening in California …
People don’t seem to approach this
with the same seriousness that they
approach like economic issues or
national security issues, but this is a
global security issue”
Senior Annica Mandeltort elaborated, “if we’re not presented with a
problem right in our faces, then we
don’t like to approach it, and we’re
like, oh we’ll get to that later, but with
the environment you can’t really do
that.”
That being said, students felt that
one of the most important things we

can do moving forward in our lives
beyond college is to create a change
in the negative way we think about
these issues. “Things are not going to
be the greatest, but we have to change
our mindset. That’s going to be the
biggest problem, is getting people to
change the way they handle it, or else
we’re going to be very freaked out,”
said Mandeltort.
Williams expressed a similar
desire to make “thinking green” more
of a reality, but in a more economically minded way. “I think we actually
are creating a more socially conscious
world, but it’s about aesthetics, it’s
all about marketing and economizing
and it’s very fake, and it’s very much
not the real world. But I think as long
as we capitalize on these things, I
think it’s the only real way to improve
it. I think investing in green economies, investing in the aesthetics of
being green, that’s where we need
to be putting our emphasis because
I think if it looks like we care about
these things then we’ll actually start
caring about them.”
Sophomore Elana Lambert felt
she was already seeing some of these
positive changes in outlook because
of efforts like these. “There’s a movement, a big general concern for the
environment, and I think it’s really
hard to get a bunch of people together
working on the same thing, so I think
for this big of a problem the amount of
communication over the world about
things to do to improve our environment is impressive.”
It was apparent that, when really
confronted with the reality of this
issue, students were very disheartened about the world that we are
graduating into when we leave the
Lawrence community. But Lambert
brought up her way to keep going
forward and combat these cynical
feelings “I don’t really know what to
believe I guess, but I do believe in
trying to control things around me to
help, and doing things that I know are
right.” At the end of the day, it seems
that this is really all we can do.

Crystal Chan shares experiences at alma mater
Anh Ta

Staff Writer

____________________________________

Last Friday, April 24,
Lawrentians welcomed back one
of their own: Crystal Chan ‘02
visited and held a meet-and-greet
in the Milwaukee-Downer Room
in the Seeley G. Mudd Library.
With her 2014 debut middlegrade novel “Bird,” Chan is one
of the Fox Cities Book Festival’s
featured authors. Coming back to
Lawrence, Chan shared the story
of her passion and inspiration to
write.
After realizing the dream job
that she had found might not be
something she wanted to do for
the rest of her life, Chan rediscovered her love of writing at 24.
Talking about her “very healthy

quarter-life crisis,” Chan reflected
on the first time she realized how
much she wanted to write.
“I asked myself: ‘If there is
one risk I can take with my life
right now, what can that be?’” said
Chan. “There was a little voice in
my head that said, ‘I want to write.’
I had been writing my whole life,
journaling or even writing in
secret as I [knew] it was against
my father’s wishes […] But I knew
when this little voice [came] out,
I knew that if I did not follow this
voice, I would always be looking
for something […] So I gave myself
permission to write.”
Ever since, Chan has been
working hard to balance her two
professions: event planner by day,
and writer by night and during
the weekend. Beside her full-time
40-hour-per-week day job, she

puts in about 20 hours of writing
per week. When asked about what
motivates her to keep going, Chan
put it simply, “It’s the story. If I’m
not in love with the story, I’m not
going to write it.”
“At the beginning, up until the
halfway point […] I don’t know
what is going to happen next; I
don’t know how it’s going to end,
or what kinds of problems the
characters are going to have,” said
Chan. “And then, at a certain point,
I will have to plot out the ending
and have some structure to it. So
what keeps me going is that I don’t
know what’s going to happen next
and I’ll have to write it.”
Chan finds writing to be her
self-exploration tool: her background, identity and community.
Chan gets to explore her own
stories through trying to write

answers to necessary, but unanswered, questions. “The moment
I gave myself permission to write,
all of these words started to come
out,” Chan reminisced. "All of these
pent-up stories of who I want to
be or what I am started to come
out […] I finally allowed myself to
be me.”
However, Chan’s personal
identity allows her to go beyond
that. As a racially mixed, half-Chinese-half-Caucasian-born author,
one of her main concerns is to
make the voices and stories of
minorities known, heard and
accurately represented. By giving
talks about her own story and her
personal reflections, as well as
through her works, Chan hopes
to increase awareness of these
stories and of the necessities of
getting them into the mainstream

discussions. During the Fox Cities
Book Festival from April 20 to 26,
Chan gave a public lecture at the
Appleton Public Library, reflecting on her mixed race roots titled
“Beyond Being ‘Unique’: a MixedRace Author in a Monoracial
World.”
As a writer, Chan feels
alarmed by the presence of racism
that still persists in the publishing
industry. Besides giving talks and
starting discussions on this issue,
she also feels a personal responsibility to correctly represent these
lesser-known narratives. She also
encourages writers of minority races to get their stories out
there. Sharing about the research
process prior to writing her new
novel “Bird,” Chan believes that

See page 5
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Choirs and orchestra perform Bach’s “St. John’s Passion”
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

___________________________

The Lawrence Memorial
Chapel was full of performers and
audience members alike eagerly awaiting the beginning of the
concert. The program on Friday,
April 24, was comprised of Johann
Sebastian Bach’s “JohannesPassion,” otherwise known as “St.
John’s Passion.”
Without introduction or
informative asides interspersed
throughout the work, the conductor and the soloists took the stage
and “St. John’s Passion” began.
The piece consisted of mighty
choruses and chorales, intimate
recitatives, and courageous solo
arias and ariosos. This mix of
almost conversational and poetic
musical elements lent itself to the
oratorio nature of the work. The
arc of “St. John’s Passion” is meant
to narrate the Passion of Jesus
Christ through the Gospel of John.
Associate Professor of Music
Steven Paul Spears, tenor, sang
the role of the Evangelist, Visting
Assistant Professor of Music John
T. Gates, bass, sang the role of
Pilate and alumnus Christopher
Besch ’09 sang the role of Jesus.
Besch’s bass-baritone voice

possessed tremendous power,
but also conveyed the tranquility associated with Jesus Christ.
Gates’ voice expressed a mournful gravitas that lent itself to
Pilate’s recitatives. Spears’ voice
was incredibly clear and stirring
in his demanding role of narrator throughout the entirety of “St.
John’s Passion.”
This monumental work
involved the performances of
over 30 instrumentalists and 150
vocalists. The concert was conducted by Co-Director of Choirs
and Assistant Professor of Music
Stephen Sieck. The vital solo work
of Kathrine Handford on continuo
organ and harpsichord, as well
as Associate of Music Professor
Matthew Michelic on viola, was
also featured. In short, the behemoth that is “St. John’s Passion”
required several Lawrence faculty
members and a great deal of current Lawrence students to achieve
the power this piece deserves.
In addition to the large number of participants in this choral
and orchestral work, the duration of the piece leaves quite an
impression: this performance of
“St. John’s Passion” necessitated
roughly two hours of constant
poise, emotion and focus from all
performers involved.
The fact that this monumen-

World Music Series ends
with DakhaBrakha
Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

_________________________

After an exciting and
diverse season, this year’s World
Music Series came to a close on
Wednesday, April 22, with world
music quartet DakhaBrakha.
Although all four members live in
Kyiv, Ukraine, they consider their
genre world music due to its influences and instruments from all
over the globe. By incorporating
these types of music, they create
a dense yet refined sound that
is simultaneously beautiful and
chaotic.
The most incredible aspect of
this concert was that there was so
much going on, but never at any
point did I feel overwhelmed with
all of the layers or different types
of sound. For each song, it was not
unusual for each member to play
two or more instruments, in addition to singing. All of the musicians were able to create music on
their own and together without
the music getting out of hand — a
controlled chaos.
While the instrumental facet
of the concert was intriguing, the
vocals — as individuals and as
an ensemble — were what really
pulled me in. Each member had
their own unique voice that was
easy to distinguish, but they also
easily mixed together to create a
rich and complex timbre.
The male voice was usually
growly and assertive, but sometimes delicate in the falsetto range.
This contrasted greatly with the
female voices, which were either
soulful, speech-like, throaty or
one of many other timbres, typically changing with every song.
This made for an interesting set
list that kept the band and the
audience fully engaged.

The way the four vocalists
blended together and worked as
one instrument was absolutely
marvelous. With slight changes
and adding or dropping voices,
the sound transformed frequently,
but always into something beautiful. Many parts of the songs featured exposed vocals with little
instrumental background, shining
even more light on this unusual,
but pleasing collective sound.
The instrumental backgrounds and features did not
seem like they would pair up well
with the often relaxed, melodious
vocals, but the two went hand
in hand. The percussive barrage
contrasted greatly with the vocals.
Hearing them come together created an intensity and beauty that
resonated with me as well as
the rest of the audience, causing
people to either dance in their
seats or sit breathless in motionless awe.
At other times, the instruments were more laid back with a
spiritual feel. They were etherealsounding, similar to the vocals.
These sounds filled the room, but
were never too loud, unlike the
busy activity during other points.
The quartet had a great sense of
when to bring out certain parts
in the music and when to change
the nature of the vocals or instrumentals.
This was one of the top
ten concerts I have ever seen.
DakhaBrakha was full of talent,
knew how to put on a great show,
and created music and an experience that really moved me. After
leaving Harper Hall, I heard nonstop chatter about how amazing
the concert was, as well as speechless, smiling friends approaching
me to share their excitement.
Lawrence University cannot welcome them back soon enough.

tal piece relied exclusively on the
work of a Lawrence-based artistic
presence was a point of pride.
“St. John’s Passion” is a work that
requires commitment as well as
musical talent from a variety of
departments in the conservatory.
Some might wonder about
the role of studying and performing religious pieces in schools that
are religiously unaffiliated. This
question was addressed in the
program notes: “The “JohannesPassion” is a religious work meant
for a congregational service, yet
Lawrence is not a religious institution.”
“There is always the room
for tonight’s performance to be
a spiritually rich experience for
those who follow the Christian
faith, but it is not a requirement
for a catharsis tonight. What we
need, then, for a deeply meaningful and ecumenical experience, are more ways to access this
story,” the notes continued.
The program notes detailed
the “intellectual inquiry and historical perspective” taken into
account when learning about “St.
John’s Passion.” Given that this
biblical story deals with the interrogation of leadership, the questions of judgment, punishment
and retribution, and the struggle for power between different

groups, I found the following program note particularly illuminating: “It takes an act of mental separation for us to see other people
as ‘other.’”
Immediately following this
explanation of what occurs for a
distinction between self and other
to emerge, the program notes
elaborated with a compelling
analysis of why mistreatment and
destruction happen. It was suggested, “We cannot hurt, degrade
or abuse unless and until we willfully ignore the humanity and dignity of another person.”
Without theological agenda,

the choirs, orchestra and soloists
performed a moving concert. This
work, written centuries ago and
performed as it was written —
in German — managed to transcend language, time and religious
denomination to create a feeling
of might and a sense of meaning.
After all of the attention to
detail that went into the concert performance that night —
and the undoubtedly extensive
rehearsals it took to piece it all
together beforehand — the choirs
and orchestra received a welldeserved standing ovation.

Photo by Anne Ela

Album Review

Roomful of Teeth’s
“Render”
Jon Hanrahan
Staff Writer

________________________

On the cover of Roomful
of Teeth’s sophomore album
“Render,” a florid sketch glitches away into a black void. In the
same way that this artwork, by
DM Stith, mediates a traditional
visual medium through a digital
process, the vocal octet’s newest album, released April 28 by
New Amsterdam Records, reimagines the human voice and
its global traditions through
21st century compositions.
“Render” follows their
eponymous debut, which
earned the group two Grammys,
and earned composer and
band member Caroline Shaw a
Pulitzer Prize. With their singular collage of vocal timbres
and ensemble groove this time
around, Roomful of Teeth lives
up to expectations.
Ensemble director Brad
Wells contributes two standout songs, including the title
track “Render.” With its unending bass drone and intermittent wordless tangles, the song
is a walk down a melancholic
line of people. Wells gives us
a glimpse of each individual’s
ideas and hiccups, but keeps us
from speaking to any single one
at length.
Wells’s “Otherwise,” on the
other hand, is a mish-mash of
vocal techniques and euphoria.
A growling bass groove hurtles along with belted, female
shouts reminiscent of the

Bulgarian folk tradition while
baritone Dashon Burton’s operatic solo line soars above all
else. The title suggests an alternative, a separation of sorts,
but the thrilling vocal juxtapositions imply an unexpected
togetherness.
Missy Mazzoli’s “Vesper
Sparrow,” the opening track,
features a similarly prominent groove, utilizing the same
growling “beem bam” bass as
“Otherwise.” Unlike that song’s
extroversion, hesitation or reverence in “Vesper Sparrow”
grows out of the title’s religious
connotations.
Aside from Wally Gunn’s
three-movement
“The
Ascendant,” the songs on
“Render” feature few words;
the band instead explores the
extent of their vocal abilities
through various vowels — and
coughs, pants, grunts, yelps, etc.
Along those lines, William
Brittelle reduces his text in
“High Done No Why To” to nonsense streams of monosyllabic
words while maximizing the
band’s potential for mercurial
technique and style. The song
itself is nothing short of a kaleidoscopic monster, stomping
through pop and classical references on its way to catharsis.
Roomful of Teeth take a
step away from their previously a capella — voices only
— approach with Gunn’s “The
Ascendant.” Laid back drums
pull along simpler song-writing
in “The Fence is Gone,” while
cymbals enhance the climax

in
the
album’s closer, “Surviving
Death.” Rhythmic hockets in the
first movement, “The Beginning
And,” reference experimental
vocalist Meredith Monk — a
clear influence on Roomful of
Teeth’s work.
As a multi-movement
work scattered throughout
the album, “The Ascendant”
seems to be the follow-up act to
Shaw’s Pulitzer Prize-winning
“Partita for Eight Voices,” the
multi-movement work featured on the band’s first album.
Although the three movements’
consistent use of percussion
and poetic text give the whole
album some sense of continuity, the work is not nearly as
attention-grabbing as the vocal,
mathematical and orgasmic
theatrics in “Partita.”
On the whole, “Render”
stands up to its forerunner with
an almost frightening approach
to what some would consider
the most human form of musicmaking. Their deeper growls,
fiercer pants and more cutting belts fly around us, but
they hold us all together with
beat-driven cohesion and a few
moments of powerful emotional impact.
Referring to the album’s
title in an NPR interview, Shaw
explained, “For me, it’s this idea
of seeing sort of distinct particles slowly come together and
create an image.” Any ear even
moderately open to experimental vocalisms can surely join
this composite.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

TIERRA MASUPHA
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_______________________________

Inspire, connect, express. Such is
the motto of Lawrence University’s Slam
Poetry Club (SPC), a recently established
organization aimed at providing an emotional outlet and safe space for students.
Sophomore Tierra Masupha co-founded
SPC last year. Her hard work in getting
the club running will be demonstrated on
Friday, May 8, at midnight in Esch Studio
in the Warch Campus Center, where the
Indie Artists Showcase will be held.
Masupha developed her creative side
as a means to cope with certain issues she
faced growing up. Her mother is a writer,
and she inspired her daughter to practice
the hobby. Masupha mainly wrote poetry
during her childhood and adolescence. It
wasn’t until her sophomore year of high
school, however, that she discovered and
fell in love with slam poetry.
In particular, Masupha was drawn
to the creative freedom that slam poetry
allows. A slam poem may be read, acted,
rapped, performed — whichever way the
artist feels appropriate. Masupha also
appreciated the fact that a slam poem
must be presented to an audience. This
gives slam a more communal feeling than
other art forms.
“Inspire people to be themselves,
connect with others you may not have met
before and express yourself,” Masupha
explained. “That’s our goal.”

With her friend Mary Malina,
Masupha started a slam poetry club at
their high school. They soon graduated, and both began to attend Lawrence.
Missing a good thing, the two started a
new organization here. Although Malina
has since transferred, this collaboration
between the two has sustained itself and
proven popular among the student body.
Masupha’s thematic interests lie
within the subject of life in general. This
ranges from the heavy to the mundane.
Her academic want to obtain a philosophy minor informs this interest. She likes
to discuss perceptions of life, of thoughts
and of dreams. Her poems also include
both romantic and anti-romantic material.
In addition to this, Masupha will
even write poems about little things
like colors or objects around the room.
The deciding factor is mood. Her writing is largely determined by whatever
she feels on a particular day. She is also
highly influenced by her family, citing
her mother and goddaughter as strong
inspirations.
Masupha is a history major. She
enjoys the discipline because of its universality and the fact that this topic
extends into all other fields of study. It
shares a certain freedom that allows the
historian to explore a number of different topics while still falling under the
umbrella of history.
Historical writing even informs
the structure of her poems, which are
organized almost like a teaching lesson.

The basic framework is comprehension,
analysis and application. Put simply, this
means an explanation of the topic at
hand, connections to that topic and then
putting that topic into practice by means
of creative expression.
Apart from SPC, Masupha is a member of All is One — Empowering Young
Women of Color and Committee on
Diversity Affairs, a student employee in
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, the
publicist for Black Student Union, and the
fund-raising chair and dancing coordinator for Beta Psi Nu sorority.
After graduation, Masupha plans to
either intern with Young Chicago Authors

or a similar organization, or study abroad
to conduct historical research on women
authors in foreign countries. More of her
ideas include teaching history or creative
writing.
Masupha’s event, the Indie Artists
Showcase, is aimed to promote individual
artists belonging to several forms; it will
be a full-fledged showcase of poets, musicians and various other creative mediums. The group will bring in Monica
McIntyre, a cellist from New Orleans
with reggae, soul and hip-hop influences,
to headline the event. It will take place
Friday, May 8, at midnight in Esch Studio
in the Warch Campus Center.

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

Cynthia Marie Hoffman presents poetic WIGS
continued from page 2
works in the Wriston Galleries
Emma Arnesen

Staff Writer
____________________________________

Author and poet Cynthia
Marie Hoffman shared her collection of heart-warming and
personal stories from her two
works, “Sightseer” and “Paper Doll
Fetus.” As a recipient of the Diane
Middlebrook Poetry Fellowship
from the Wisconsin Institute
for Creative Writing, Hoffman’s
poems delightfully contributed to
the eighth annual Fox Cities Book
Festival.
On Thursday, April 23, in
the Wriston Art Center Galleries,
Hoffman presented her pieces to
a small, intimate group of eager
listeners. Though she was carrying over one hundred poems and
lists of ideas to share, Hoffman
only read 13 poems at the event
that were near and dear to her,
personally as well as figuratively.
The first poem, “To the
Pigeons,” encompassed her persona writing style through the form
of a letter. Inspired as a tourist
in Warsaw, Poland, Hoffman used
the poem to express her interest
in sightseeing and her pastime
of talking to her surroundings
when no one else is present. As
part of the series of her collection
of poems in “Sightseer,” “To the
Pigeons” reflected her longing for
culture and family while in a distant country. She referred to the
pigeons as landmarks, stating how

they are not stationary in Poland,
but seen also in the parks of New
York City. Her poem detailed her
experiences traveling abroad and
her realization that home is not as
far away as it may seem.
Although her two noted
works, “Sightseer” and “Paper Doll
Fetus,” are comprised of similarly-themed short pieces, Hoffman
stated that writing a series is a
process of layering. She stated
that a poet starts with one subject
and then, sometimes unknowingly, works through the characters
and themes without any intention
of repeated verses or images. In
a sense, she explained, writing is
sometimes unintentional.
One of the many themes that
Hoffman explores throughout her
writing journey is birth. Along
with her particular interest in twilight sleep (amnesia during labor),
Hoffman crafted a collection of
beautifully written poems about
pregnancy and childbirth in her
book, “Paper Doll Fetus.” In particular, her poem “The Flower from
which Forgetfulness” recounts the
amnesic state of a mother during
childbirth. Under the heavy spell
of forgetfulness, the mother is not
able to differentiate between her
own body and the nurses in the
hospital room. She sees the whimsical earthy surroundings as in a
dream, and the “invisible nurses”
stand over her. During this experience, Hoffman explained, the

mother sometimes is not aware of
where the baby comes from, and
the twilight sleep is a method of
erasing all memories of labor.
In the following poem she
read, “According to a Doctor in a
Blue Gown, A Window,” Hoffman
further elucidated the idea of the
baby being the only thing going
through the “window.” Hoffman’s
letter-writing technique greatly
exposes both the perspectives of
the character and the audience.
As she later added, it is not so
much about the first-hand experiences one has, but the human
perceptions and different views
that reflect the core of one’s own
understanding.
While most of the poetry she
read was tender and reflective, the
topics she discussed were serious
and a bit unnerving. From exploring a foreign country on her own
to writing about the trials and
tribulations of birth and death,
Hoffman encompasses the experiences of life, as well as fear of the
unknown.
Though she was only able
to share a select few poems,
Hoffman captivated the audience
with her pieces. Her love for writing and exploring new passions
is reflected in her works, especially through the different types
of poetry she writes. Hoffman
engaged the audience in her quest
to find new perspectives and outlooks on life.

Masterson expressed hope
for expanding the program and
having all students interested in
gaming participate in the planning
process.
“This is in the Lawrence community and we really want to
address the kinds of things that
our gaming community is thinking
about. Gaming Club […] is big and
we have formal group housing.

[But] there are tons of people on
this campus who game and aren’t
part of that club, and we want to
get them involved as well and find
out what they want to talk, what
they want to hear about.”
Masterson
additionally
described an initiative to collaborate with other student organizations, specifically Black Student
Union (BSU). The planning for
next year’s symposium will begin
next fall.

Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!

OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Remarks on errors made in last week’s issue
If you read the April 24, 2015 issue of The Lawrentian, you probably noticed mistakes in the paper’s
editing and layout. Along with the usual suspects — a few misplaced commas and misspelled words
— three truly unforgiveable errors were made: an article was printed twice, an event was covered inaccurately and an event was misrepresented.
These are mistakes that cannot, and should not, go ignored; they were certainly not ignored by The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.

Danny Davis’s article “Feel good public relations stunts harm fraternities” was not published in last
week’s paper; another article was published in its place. This did not give Davis the ability to articulate
his thoughts about the idea being presented. The article can be found on page 11 of this week’s issue.
Regarding the event coverage, we would like to extend a sincere apology to the symphonic band
and wind ensemble performers who put on a superb performance. Our reporting of the concert
“Innovations” demonstrated a need to reevaluate the way we cover musical performances in the future.
For more details, please take note of Justin Coyne’s letter to the editor, which can also be found on page
11.
Finally, we would like to apologize to the members of Women and Identity in Gaming Symposium
(WIGS) who were incorrectly identified as “Women in Gaming Symposium.” Through this error, we misrepresented the goals of WIGS.
We are appreciative of the detail-oriented readership that last week’s issue clearly received. The
Editorial Board is now considering improvements to our editing system in order to produce the most
accurate newspaper possible.

Currently, The Lawrentian is looking for more writers and two additional copy editors. We encourage all readers with an interest in contributing to the paper to apply.

Contracting senioritis too early
Aubrey Klein
Copy Editor

________________________

With the 50-days party
behind them, it will be mere
weeks before Lawrence’s senior
class graduates. Soon, they will be
officially thrust into the simultaneously scary and exciting world
of real adulthood. Some have jobs
lined up, others have graduate
school acceptance letters in hand
and the rest are quite content
to return to their parents’ house
with fingers crossed that their
bedroom has not been turned into
a home gym or taken over by the
family dog.
Everyone knows about
“senioritis,” the silly diagnosis
for near-graduates who mentally check out of school because
they are just ready to be done.
Despite its questionable credibility of senioritis, there seems to
be a different frame of mind that
descends on graduating seniors in
the last few months of the school
year.
While I’m only a junior, I
have definitely been exposed to
senioritis throughout the past two
terms. My three roommates are
seniors, and there is no doubt
that their senioritis has rubbed
off on me. When you spend a lot
of time with graduating seniors,
their desire to graduate starts to
affect you as well.
You see, as my senior friends
are in a near crisis-like state, they
have swept me up with them.
When they decide whether to
apply to graduate school or not, I
am led to struggle with the same
question.
I find myself compulsively

Dating Doctor
continued from page 2

able to easily communicate with
women. He offered to help his
friends build their romantic abili-

checking job search websites
while they lament over the lack
of jobs in their field despite the
fact that I won’t be applying any
time soon. As they contemplate
the transition from Lawrence to
“the real world,” I lay awake at
night thinking seriously about the
ultimate trajectory of my life.
It’s not bad to have a plan
— or to not have a plan for that
matter — but worrying makes it
hard to concentrate on the thing
that will get to that job search
in the first place: graduating college. Instead of reading my texts
for school, my bedside table is
heaped with self-help books and
inspirational material that I page
through frequently, desperately
seeking meaning.
I’m floating in the space of
“What am I meant to do with my
life?” instead of on the ground,
feet firmly planted on “I need to
write this essay.” While I understand that doing well in school
and making it to graduation is
my immediate goal, all my assignments and classes seem trivial
compared to that big question:
what am I here to do?
Just like my senior friends,
I’ve already started to become
slightly disillusioned with college
life. It feels weird, disappointing
and scary all at the same time
because I love Lawrence and I love
what I’m doing here.
What happens when you contract senioritis too early? How are
you supposed to stay motivated
when you are already itching to
leave? How are you supposed to
enjoy your last year of college
when you feel lost and directionless?
I don’t know the answer to
these questions. In fact, I’m still

utterly confused. The only thing I
can do to keep myself from floating into that existential place is
to remind myself that there are
things in life that need to get done
that have no real bearing on life’s
big questions. For example: I need
to submit this Moodle post. I need
to complete this paperwork. I
need to turn in my housing contract.
Is it that I am so worried
about myself because I am envious of them? They are leaving
and I am not. They get to go on to
their next adventure and I do not.
I wholeheartedly want for them to
figure out just what they want to
do, to make a plan and to succeed
at it. I want them to start answering life’s big questions so they can
begin to help me, cut the path a
little bit.
One of the books on my bedside table right now is Cheryl
Strayed’s “Tiny Beautiful Things,”
a collection of her “Dear Sugar”
advice columns from The Rumpus.
Along with numerous other truthful nuggets about life, she says
this: “Whatever happens to you
belongs to you. Make it yours.
Feed it to yourself even if it feels
impossible to swallow. Let it nurture you, because it will.”
I think Strayed has it right.
Seeking intention in more of our
daily tasks and struggles can help
cure our anxieties more than any
plain pondering can do. Those
with early-onset senioritis, including me, need to reframe our thinking about school and college life.
When we see it as part of a
process rather than a means to
an end, we find that while we do
not have the final solution, we are
closer than we think to answering
those big questions.

ties, and his advice was so highly
valued, that being a “wingmanfor-hire” helped put him through
school. What Coleman says keeps
him doing what he does is the joy
he gets from working with diverse
people and helping them find not

just a romantic partner, but a lifelong companion.
One of Coleman’s main points
that tied everything else together
was the importance of self-confidence. He stressed that if a person cannot love themselves, it will

We e d i n W i s c o n s i n ?
The re is s ome P OTent i a l

Cannabis legalization, for
medical and recreational purposes, is creeping across the nation.
Last fall, I voted for the statewide legalization of cannabis in
my home state of Oregon. At this
time, I feel that legalization of cannabis is right for the country, and
right for Wisconsin.
There are currently 24 states
that allow the medical use of cannabis. While the medical laws vary
in each state, all states with such
laws allow for the use of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in some
form, which is derived from cannabis flowers.
Recreational
marijuana
is legal in four states: Alaska,
Colorado, Oregon and Washington.
In all but Oregon, cannabis is
currently available. In Oregon,
a ballot measure legalizing recreational cannabis use passed
in November, but will not come
into effect until July 1, 2015. The
District of Columbia also voted
to allow for the recreational use
of cannabis in November of 2014.
At the federal level, there are
also signs of an end to cannabis
prohibition. The Los Angeles Times
reported that in December of
2014, a spending measure marked
the end of federal obstacles to cannabis. The bill includes a provision that prohibits federal agents
from shutting down cannabis
retail operations in states where
medical cannabis is allowed. This
means that federal drug enforcement officers must respect state
laws in regards to marijuana.
Wisconsin does not yet allow
the recreational or medical use of
cannabis. In April of 2015, state
representative Melissa Sargent,
D-Madison, introduced legislation
that — if passed — will legalize
recreational and medical cannabis
use in Wisconsin. The bill has yet
to be voted on in the Wisconsin
State Legislature.
Prohibition does not work.
Alcohol prohibition in the 1920s
proved this. When alcohol was
made illegal, an industry sprung
up to meet the demand for the
intoxicant, despite its illegality. Banning a substance does not
make it unobtainable. It merely
means that people are forced
to turn to different channels to
obtain it.
Legal channels are much preferable to illegitimate ones. State
sanctioned vendors are responsible for the distribution of can-

nabis where it is legal. Sanctioned
vendors sell cannabis of specific
strains and THC contents, meaning buyers know exactly what they
are getting.
Cannabis purchased under
prohibition is, by necessity, a
backstreet transaction. In this
scenario, information about the
product, like the THC content,
cannot be verified as there is no
inspection or regulation. Where
cannabis is illegal, buyers know
less about the substance they’re
purchasing, making cannabis use
more dangerous.
Legalization also negates the
need for a middleman. During
prohibition, the mob distributed
alcohol. Today, cartels in cohesion
with street gangs distribute cannabis. Marijuana finances atrocities at their hands. Legalization
of pot would help to remove this
blood-soaked link from the supply
chain. Cannabis will have fewer
negative impacts when it is made
legal.
Legalization also provides
substantial tax revenue. According
to CNN Money, taxes on cannabis
in Colorado amounted to $53 million in the first year of legalization alone. Money will be spent
on cannabis whether it is legal
or not. Supporting state interests
through legalization is much preferable to the alternative of supporting organized crime through
prohibition.
Finally, legalization — or at
least decriminalization — of cannabis will take pressure off the
already overtaxed prison system.
U.S. prisons are overcrowded and
underfunded. Decriminalizing
cannabis would alleviate this
pressure as the possession of
cannabis would not land people
behind bars.
College is a time of growth
and experimentation. There are
students who use cannabis on the
Lawrence campus. Legalization
would allow individuals to use
cannabis with a greater degree of
safety. Those who want to partake
in such things will do so, regardless of the law. It makes sense
to make risky behavior like drug
use as safe as possible, especially
for those in a setting like college
where experimentation is generally considered acceptable.
Legal cannabis is happening.
Numerous states have taken the
first step. More will follow. Voters
will soon be asked to cast their
ballots for or against legal cannabis. When this day comes, I think
that it makes sense for Wisconsin
to jump on the cannabis-bandwagon.

be difficult for potential partners
to do the same. He advised each
person in the crowd to tell themselves every morning, “I would so
date me!” and that people should
not look for someone to complete
them, but to complement them.

His message resounded with
many of those in attendance, as
expressed by several students,
such as senior Cory Davis who
described the program as, “Very
informative. It really inspired me,
and it was definitely worthwhile.”

Theodore Kortenhof

For the Lawrentian

________________________

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those
of the students, faculty and community members who
wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes
everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Feel-good PR stunts
h a r m f r at e r n it i e s
Danny Davis

Operations Manager

________________________

In the wake of a Sigma Alpha
Epsilon (SAE) chapter leaking two
videos involving a housemother
and SAE members chanting racist slurs in March, the national
chapter and school immediately
shut down the fraternity. The
individuals involved made public
apologies, but the incident ended
with SAE no longer existing at the
University of Oklahoma.
However, that didn’t erase
the problem, and neither did the
hastily-crafted, reactionary public
relations stunt from SAE. In fact,
in the aftermath of many fraternity-related controversies, unaffiliated Greek organizations are
finding it increasingly necessary
to condemn the actions of other
chapters.
As the eyes of national media
and critics of Greek life focus on
fraternity-related incidents more,
Greek organizations struggle to
determine how to present themselves to a national audience that
is colder than ever to Greek life.
Rather than simply come up with
tacky, reactionary public relations
stunts, fraternities should focus
instead on genuine change.
To give a brief overview,
most individual chapters on college campuses are affiliated with
a larger Greek organization. Each
individual chapter pays dues and
adheres to a set of rules that allow
the national organization to have
as much oversight as possible
over the chapters.
When an incident like the
SAE video, a sexual assault or
even a death occurs due to the
actions of an individual chapter
or its members, most national fraternities have protocol that allows
them to swiftly cut ties with the
individual chapter.
National organizations, and
the individuals that run them,
can happily go about their affairs
without directly taking fire for the
actions of individual members.
When there is a problem with
an individual chapter, the national
organization often engages in a
public relations campaign condemning the problematic chapter and invoking the “bad apple”
argument.
For example, after the SAE
incident, the national organization I am a member of, Beta Theta
Pi, released a public relations
campaign called “I am a fraternity man.” The general gist of the
campaign is that individuals from
chapters around the country can
make their own testimonial videos about what great guys they
are and how they don’t fit the
white, rich, conservative, Christian
stereotype often associated with
fraternity men.
However, as the media begins
to focus on fraternities as a serious national issue, these types of
reactionary stunts are less effective at convincing people that fraternities can justifiably exist and
should be welcomed on college
campuses. The campaign is a nice
way for individual chapters to tell
everybody how not racist they are
and how they don’t haze, but fails
to address the core of the issue

with fraternities: that the Greek
system as a whole plays an integral part in the way institutional
racism, sexism and homophobia
manifests itself.
“I am a fraternity man” gives
us insight into the personal lives
of just a handful of well dressed,
sharp looking dudes who, based
on the video, like to study, coach
soccer for children with mental
disabilities, and get involved with
a great deal of on-campus clubs
and activities. That goal is nice
and all, but the conversation on
fraternities has shifted away from
the “bad apple” debate and more
towards the institutional problems fraternities create on college
campuses.
For example, “I am a fraternity man” never addresses whether
paying dues is a serious barrier
to low-income, minority students
interested in Greek life. “I am a
fraternity man’” doesn’t explain
what charitable-frat-boy Chad’s
chapter would do if a transgender
individual wanted to join a Greek
organization. “I am a fraternity
man” definitely doesn’t convince
me that these well dressed, sharp
looking humanitarian dudes don’t
haze freshmen to death and sexually assault their party guests.
If fraternities really want to
prove to the world that they can
renovate their identity and move
away from the attributes that people think make them anachronistic at best and evil at worst, they
need to start from a point that
recognizes problems, not denies
them. Fraternities need to start
from a place of shame, embarrassment and genuine desire to grow
in a way that is more consistent
with the values of the student
bodies around them.
Rather than have a public
relations campaign that tries to
convince everybody how not racist, sexist or homophobic fraternities are, we need one that admits
these problems exist across all
fraternities and lets people know
that at least some chapters are
dedicated to genuine change in
the face of widespread institutional problems.
Unfortunately, this is easier
said than done. Out of concern for
saving their hides, some fraternities simply try and avoid media
attention, if possible. Others try
and engage in tacky public relations campaigns without auditing their chapters, making sure
they’re actually engaging in good
behavior and embodying values
consistent with how the national
organizations wish to be perceived.
To be frank, none of these
strategies will be viable in the
years to come. Whether fraternities have poor behavioral records
or not (and certainly not all do)
doesn’t matter. National organizations cannot simply disassociate
and recolonize with problematic
chapters. Instead, there needs to
be a widespread recognition of
the way that fraternities reinforce
existing problems. As college students across campuses continue
to develop contemporary philosophies on race, gender and sexual
orientation, fraternities need to
adapt to a changing set of values
rather than fight them at every
corner.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor,

This past weekend, I performed in the wind ensemble concert, “Innovations.” As a performer, I take
great pride in my work. This is my life, my passion and something I hope to make a career out of. Upon
seeing The Lawrentian article “Band and ensemble present ‘Innovations,’” I was excited to be recognized
for the work I did, especially considering it was one of the best concerts I can remember.

However, after reading the article, I was seriously disappointed with the inaccuracy of the information. The piece “Bali” is far from a lament, and the form is not slow-fast-slow, but fast-slow-fast. Joseph
Schwanter’s work, “...and the mountains rising nowhere” was not originally arranged for woodwinds, as
written in the article. A simple Google search would have revealed that. These are just a few examples of
the inaccuracies that filled this article.
Furthermore, it was very obvious that the author did not attend the whole concert. There was no
mention of the concerto performed exceptionally well by junior Dylan Younger, winner of the wind
ensemble concerto competition, or the incredibly powerful performance of John Mackey’s “Frozen
Cathedral.” These were clearly the highlights of the concert, but received absolutely no mention in the
article.
Someone covering a music event should have at least a rough background in music. It was clear the
author was reaching, spewing phrases that sounded intelligent, but made no sense to the average musician. While I do not expect The Lawrentian to be a professional music review, I do expect some level of
musical proficiency in the writer.

If a writer is reviewing a concert, they should be expected to attend the whole event and have a background in what they are writing about. An incomplete article reflects poorly not only on The Lawrentian,
but also on the conservatory. We, as musicians, hold ourselves to a high standard, and expect the same
from our critics.
Justin Coyne, class of 2016
To the Editor,

The recent brouhaha over Indiana’s new Religious Freedom Restoration Act is apparently caused by
the fear that it might lead to discrimination against homosexuals. It seems that whenever the word “discrimination” pops up, it’s assumed to be describing something bad and hence, must always be opposed.
But every one of us engages in discrimination every day. It’s virtually impossible to make almost any
kind of decision without discriminating.

One student was quoted in The Lawrentian stating, “It’s not right to use religion as a justification
to limit someone else’s freedom and happiness.” But whose freedom is really being limited? If I choose
not to participate in your wedding, how am I limiting your freedom? By forcing me to participate in your
wedding, are you not violating my freedom?
That’s essentially what certain militant homosexuals are doing in various locations around America.
They are taking bakers, florists and caterers to court, and trying to enlist the coercive powers of government to violate the religious freedom of those who choose not to participate in same-sex weddings. That
is the very definition of tyranny.

When homosexuals use government to bludgeon into submission anyone who does not celebrate
their lifestyle, they are the oppressors, not the victims. It leads me to recall a quote attributed to George
Washington: “Government is not eloquence; it is not reason; it is force. Like fire, it is a dangerous servant and a fearful master.” Amen.
Brian Farmer ‘74

Longer versions of both letters to the editor
c a n b e f o u n d o n l i n e a t w w w. l a w r e n t i a n . c o m .
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Does Lawrence do a good job of accomodating
community members of different religions?

“I think Lawrence does,
because I have met a lot of
people here, and I haven’t met
anyone prejudiced against other
religions.”
–Izzy Yellen

“I think there is a culture of
keeping your religion to yourself
unless you are in one of the
organized groups on campus.”
–Sari Hoffman-Dachelet

“I think the school is pretty
accommodating, but the students themselves need to do a
better job of respecting different
beliefs.”
–Forrest Jackson
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“They have the institution set up.
The problem is that for a lot of
people, a debate about religion
always seems to be related to a
debate about politics.”
–Moses Zarkin-Scott

“I’m not sure if Lawrence directly
does that. I think that students
do a lot of activism through
the LCF and other student
organizations.”
–Shana Pike
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“I think we could work discussion
of religion more into Freshman
Studies because we don’t really
hit on religious differences.”
–Stephanie Sundberg
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